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Monday, February 4, 2013 225aproteins form transient and time-dependent interactions that are central to the
function of this oscillator.
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Receiver domains control intracellular responses triggered by signal transduc-
tion in bacterial two-component systems. Here, we report the solution NMR
structure and dynamics of Sma0114 from the bacterium Sinorhizobium meliloti,
the first such characterization of a receiver domain from the HWE-kinase fam-
ily of two-component systems. The structure of Sma0114 adopts a prototypical
a5/b5 Rossman-fold but has features that set it apart from other receiver do-
mains. The fourth b-strand of Sma0114 houses a PFxFATGY sequence motif,
common to many HWE-kinase-associated receiver domains. This sequence
motif in Sma0114 may substitute for the conserved Y-T coupling mechanism,
which propagates conformational transitions in the 455 (a4-b5-a5) faces of re-
ceiver domains, to prime them for binding downstream effectors once they be-
come activated by phosphorylation. In addition, Sma0114 lacks the fourth
a-helix of the consensus 455 face and 15N relaxation data show that it is re-
placed by a segment that is flexible on the ps-ns timescale. Secondary structure
prediction of Sma0114 and other HWE-kinase-associated receiver domains
suggests that the absence of helix a4 may be a conserved property of this fam-
ily. In spite of these differences, Sma0114 has a conserved active site, binds di-
valent metal ions such as Mg2þ and Ca2þ that are required for phosphorylation,
and exhibits ms-ms active site dynamics similar to other receiver domains.
Taken together, our results suggest that Sma0114 has a conserved active site
but differs from typical receiver domains in the structure of the 455 face that
is used to effect signal transduction following activation.
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Conformational entropy is a potentially important thermodynamic parameter
contributing to protein function. Unfortunately, conformational entropy has
been difficult to measure experimentally. We have been working towards using
measures of fast internal motion as a proxy for conformational entropy. Imple-
mentation of this approach has been impeded by the apparent need to employ
a model-dependent interpretation of the obtained generalized order parameters.
We have recently proposed that the quantitative relationship between general-
ized order parameters and conformational entropy could be determined empir-
ically and effectively create an ‘entropy meter’ (Marlow et al. Nat. Chem. Biol.
6, 353). This approach has initially employed methyl symmetry axis order pa-
rameters that can be obtained relatively easily. The approach then rests on the
coupling between motion of the methyl bearing side chains and the rest of the
amino acids being sufficient to report on the whole protein. Here, we examine
the generality of this assumption using molecular dynamics simulations of
a number of proteins. The MD simulations performed with the NAMD suite
showed excellent agreement between the calculated and experimental side
chain order parameters for all the proteins, a marked improvement from previ-
ous studies. We find a general correlation between the internal dynamics of pro-
tein and the protein conformational entropy. The calculated protein
conformational entropy showed excellent linear correlation to both the calcu-
lated NMR order parameter of methyl groups as well as the experimentally
measured NMR methyl order parameters. Supported by NIH grant
GM102447 and a grant from the Mathers Foundation.
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Calmodulin’s highly modular tertiary structure leads to interesting dynamics in
its conformational distribution that are difficult to document using conventional
methods. A cyanylated cysteine vibrational probe on single site cysteine vari-
ants of calmodulin can be used to determine local aspects of calmodulin’s dy-
namic structure around the probe group when bound to different partners.
Several new single-cysteine mutants of calmodulin were expressed and purified
for the purpose of labeling with cyanylated cysteine and examining differences
in its structure around the chosen label sites. Infrared spectra of labeled mutants
in the apo, calcium-saturated, and bound states with a variety of calmodulin
binding partners will be reported to demonstrate the ability of cyanylated cys-
teine to map dynamic and modular calmodulin-target binding interfaces.1154-Pos Board B46
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Overall protein stability is thought to have an important impact on the local dy-
namics modulating enzyme function. In order to better understand the effects of
overall stability on local dynamics in mitochondrial cytochrome c, we test the
effect of a destabilizing Leu85Ala mutation on the dynamics of the tier 0 alka-
line conformational transition involving conformational changes on the ms
timescale. Elucidating further understanding into protein dynamics has signif-
icant relevance to health, as alternative protein conformers are associated with
many human diseases. The alkaline conformational transition replaces the
Met80 ligand on the heme with a lysine residue from U-loop D, the heme crev-
ice loop, consisting of residues 71-85. Residues 67 to 87 are the most conserved
portion of the sequence of mitochondrial cytochrome c, suggesting this region
is of prime importance for function. Mutations to U-loop D affect the stability
of the heme crevice directly, modulating the pKapp of the alkaline transition.
Two variants of yeast iso-1-cytochrome c, WT*/L85A and WT*/K73H/
L85A, were over-expressed in E. coli and purified for these studies.
Guanidine-HCl unfolding monitored by circular dichroism and pH titrations
at 695 nm, respectively, were used to study the thermodynamics of global
and local unfolding of these variants. Dynamics of the alkaline transition
were measured by pH-jump stopped-flow methods. Contrary to the expectation
that dynamics around the heme crevice would be faster for the less stable WT*/
K73H/L85A variant, they were similar to those for a variant without the L85A
mutation. In fact, below pH 7, the dynamics of the WT*/K73H/L85A variant
were slower. Gated electron transfer techniques using bis(2,2’,2’’-terpyri-
dine)cobalt(II) as a reducing reagent were implemented to measure the heme
crevice dynamics for the WT*/K73H/L85A variant.
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We develop a coarse-grained model where solvent is considered implicitly,
electrostatics is included as short-range interactions and side-chains are
coarse-grained to a single bead. The model depends on three main parameters:
hydrophobic, electrostatic and side-chain hydrogen bond strength. The param-
eters are determined by considering three levels of approximations and charac-
terizing the folding for three selected proteins (training set). Nine additional
proteins (containing up to 126 residues) as well as mutated versions (test set)
are folded with the given parameters. In all folding simulations, the initial state
is a random coil configuration. Besides the native state, some proteins fold into
an additional state differing in the topology (structure of the helical bundle).
We discuss the stability of the native states, and compare the dynamics of
our model to all atom molecular dynamics simulations as well as some general
properties on the interactions governing folding dynamics.
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The adenyl cyclases EF and CyaA play an important role into the virulence of
the agent of whopping cough (B.pertussis) and of the agent of anthrax (B.an-
thracis). Indeed, their interaction with calmodulin (CaM), leads to cAMP over-
production, disorganizing the signaling network into the host cell. The
numerous structures of EF recently allowed some of us to analyze dynamics
and energetics of EF-CaM (1-2, 4, 6) and to discover a new family of EF inhib-
itors (5).
The analysis of the interaction between CaM and the catalytic domain (AC) of
CyaA was more difficult to handle, as only the X-ray crystallographic structure
of the complex of AC with the C terminal lobe of calmodulin (C-CaM) was
know. Qualitative information was available on the conformations of isolated
AC, revealing a less elongated shape than in the complex with C-CaM.
Molecular dynamics simulations (7) predict three residues, R338, N347 and
D360, to stabilize the AC/CaM interaction. Furthermore, their experimental
mutations show significant decrease of the AC affinity for CaM, involving these
residues in long-range allosteric communication between CaM and the AC cat-
alytic site. Advanced molecular dynamics simulations, based on the TAMD ap-
proach(3), were used to investigate conformational landscape of the isolated
AC and to propose compacted AC structures.
